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statistics the yield of most crops is on the average
higher in Ireland than in England : but it would be
very unwise to attribute this to more care or more
skill In the crop most universally grown, potatoes,
Ireland is a long way behind the English standard,
and the fact is significant. In England and Scotland,
farming is a business : in Ireland it is a hereditary
occupation, undertaken in a wholly different spirit.
To be a' farmer in Ireland is not at all the same thing
as being an artisan, still less as being a labourer;
though the farmer's earnings may be no greater than
the labourer's, he is regarded as belonging to a different
class. Further, if you go into shopkeeping, you go
•in to make money, and if you succeed you will be
applauded. If you are a farmer, in most cases, your
farm limits by its extent the possibility of your earnings.
Intensive cultivation is practically unknown, and ^ to
rise in the scale of farmers you must, from an Irish
point of view, increase your holding. But what you
buy or acquire is far less a means of earning wealth
than a possession which gives rank. Land has every-
where in Ireland a sentimental value, and the smaller
and worse the farm, the less relation has the price
to the commercial value of what is bought. Large
farms, say in County Dublin, change hands freely
because they are taken by men who go into farming
as an ordinary business enterprise. But in the
country, to buy up a small holding means obliterating
the position of some family. Land is usually regarded
as belonging to the family, not to the owner for the
time being. Those who are brought up on the land
work the land as a matter of course, and work it without
wages. Ownership of the farm passes, of course, to
the eldest son, A younger son wishing to be a farmer
can only become one by marriage alliance—taking
for wife the daughter of a man who has no son to
succeed him. An elder son is a farmer by destination :
he might resign his position to a younger brother,
but would be despised for doing so ; unless indeed,his

